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We Real Cool Black Men
Director LeSean Thomas and artist Flying Lotus speak to TIME about creating a new animated hero in the Netflix series ...
'Some Seeds Are Being Planted.' How Yasuke Paves a New Path for Black Creators in Anime
The Mitchells vs the Machines is an example of 2D and 3D animation styles being used in conjunction to provide a unique visual feel. The last movie to use this style memorably was, of course, ...
The Mitchells vs The Machines is as genre-bending as its makers' predecessor Spider-Man: Into The Spider Verse
As a film-maker, I thought I could write the screenplay for my own love life. Then I got lost in a hailstorm at 12,000ft, searching for my ex ...
How I wrote myself into a real-life romcom – that became a survivalist thriller
Lonnie Chavis is opening up about "one of the best experiences" he's had in the industry: shooting his new film "The Water Man." The family adventure movie, which is executive produced by Oprah ...
The Water Man's Lonnie Chavis On Working with David Oyelowo, Talks This Is Us (Exclusive)
Black superheroes are popular onscreen thanks to the work of Black creators of comic book characters and stories that anticipated this racial reckoning moment.
5 Black comic book creators with 5 ways of seeing this inclusive superhero moment
Michael Strahan, alongside his business partner, Constance Schwartz-Morini, announced they are expanding their existing partnership with Tailored Brands ...
Michael Strahan Expands Men’s Wearhouse Partnership With Latest Line, MSX by Michael Strahan
LeSean Thomas designed Netflix's Yasuke for "multiple adventures," and the real-life true history of the Black Samurai is just as interesting.
Yasuke Season 2 release date on Netflix predictions: LeSean Thomas talks Black Samurai’s history in real life
Our mental image of the person on the other end of the phone line makes a difference in how we interact.. From Mara’ Rose Williams: ...
‘You don’t sound Black,’ she said. But I am, so then we could talk
This season, Epic Games put Neymar Jr. in Fortnite as an unlockable character, putting the famed footballer in the rare club of real-life people to be recreated within Fortnite. Travis Scott, ...
10 Celebrities and athletes we want to see in Fortnite
Check out the best walking shoes for men! This article will help you to choose the best men's sneakers and comfortable men's walking shoes.
Best walking shoes for men: Finding the right (and left) shoe for your lifestyle makes a big difference, and we’re here to help
"It is a truth universally acknowledged that a good white person of liberal leanings must be in want of a Black friend ," Ben Philippe writes in his new memoir-meets-essay collection Sure, I'll Be ...
Read an excerpt from the new essay collection Sure I'll Be Your Black Friend
Sitting by my laptop and interviewing him about being one of the first black ... We need to shatter stereotypes and be who we have always wanted to be. V V Brown This is a real life Cool Runnings ...
Black people need to believe we belong everywhere, even skiing on the alps
Burning Man organizers pull plug on 2021 event, saying “the uncertainties that need to be resolved are impossible to resolve in the time we have.” ...
Burning Man cancels 2021 festival, sets sights on next year’s event
Anyone can craft a bandana into a face mask, but no matter how you use it, these stylish bandanas are essential accessories.
It’s Cool Vibes Only With These 24 Stylish Bandanas for Men
LL Cool J tweeted: "Black Rob ... week and BR dies today Rob - real name Robert Ross - talked about his health battles in an Instagram video, explaining: "Oh man, I’ve been dealing with this ...
Black Rob dead: Missy Elliott, LL Cool J and Mario Winans pay tribute as rapper, 51, dies after suffering four strokes
Images of ships, anchors, mermaids, and other maritime symbols still look cool today ... Media Men's Health participates in various affiliate marketing programs, which means we may get paid ...
The 23 Best Arm Tattoo Ideas for Men to Show Off Some Cool Ink
The short film blending drama and documentary features interviews with South Shore bull rider Aaron Baxter and Chicago cowboy Murdock, The Man With No First Name.
‘Room Rodeo,’ A Chicago Student’s Film On Black Cowboys, Snags City Grant — And You Can See It Next Week
With West Side Story coming out later this year, here are some fun facts about the actress who is stepping into the role of Anita - Ariana DeBose.
Ariana DeBose: 5 Cool Things To Know About The West Side Story Star
Understandable. And the fact is that, you know, we do know the anger, pain and trauma that exists in the Black community, in that environment, is real, it’s serious and it’s consequential.
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